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(UK only) Interest-free credit available over 24 months

Flexbarwww.gamko.com

The options are endless with our 
modular bar range, so you can 
have a bar unique to you.

https://www.gamko.com/en-gb/about-us/interest-free-credit
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Design your new bar just the way you want it. 

Flexbar

Over 140 modules to choose from, 
meaning that we can help you create your 
dream bar, unique to you. The options 
are endless, with different finishes, four 
temperature zones, drawers or doors!

Specialist designers create free bespoke 
drawings based on your specifications, so 
you can see your design come to life.

Our highly experienced team will be 
with you every step of the way, managing 
the project so you don’t have to.

Easy to assemble camlock system – 
reduces installation time so you can start 
using your Flexbar straight away.

Central electronic locking system (CELS) 
for securing the bar at the end of a shift.

Coloured and white EQUAL LED lighting 
– creates a unique atmosphere - you can 
even sync this to your sound system.

Flexbar allows you to have greater 
flexibility and choice. Whether you want a 
straight, curved or round bar, pass through 
segments or barista station, our experts 
can design your bespoke bar layout.

https://www.gamko.com/en-gb/about-us/interest-free-credit
https://www.gamko.com/en/range-guide/flexbar
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Flexbar

Creating your perfect bar in 5 simple steps
Follow our 5 easy steps to design a unique bar tailored to your space.

Step 2.  Select your machine unit, spec and finish –  
 do you want remote or integral? White and RGB lights and  
 our CELS locking system? Anthracite or stainless steel?  

Step 3.  Add your refrigerated storage segments –  
 choose between doors or drawers.  

Step 4.  Enhance your design with the finishing touches –  
 endless customisation includes ambient storage, 
 counter top coolers, glass frosters, barista and 
 cocktail stations. 

Step 5.  Send your sketch or wish list to us – 
 we’ll design and price your dream bar.  

Straight

Curved

Custom

Step 1.  Choose your design – with Flexbar,  
 you can have straight, curved or custom

https://www.gamko.com/en-gb/about-us/interest-free-credit


– your bar, your way

Our Flexbar allows you to have greater 
flexibility and choice. Whether you want a 
straight, curved or custom bar, pass through 
segments or barista station, our experts can 
design your bespoke bar layout.

Curved Flexbar
Special insulated corner pieces are used when 
building a round or curved Flexbar configuration 
to allow the cold air through, and are precisely 
custom-made to the desired radius. 

Flexbar eQuip
eQuip your bar with unique graphics to 
blend in or to stand out.

Pass throughs
Gamko have created pass through segments 
(with a door either side) so that the bar can be 
served from 2 sides. This means that the bar is 
used more creatively. 

Available options

https://www.gamko.com/en/range-guide/flexbar

